OPPORTUNITY IS POSSIBILITY

Elizabeth is the revered business coach and confidant that helps you identify and accomplish your vision, strategic path and
purpose. Her Conversational Leadership Training is based upon innovative principles that guide you towards courage and
quite frankly, allow you to Own It. The “it” can be whatever it is on your journey that you’re seeking in business and life.
It all starts with effective communication. Every breakdown is a breakdown in communication. Elizabeth’s transformational
training helps clients see their blocks and barriers, overcome ego, and step into their greatness.
The Elizabeth Barry Consulting Agency is a true reflection of Elizabeth’s marketing, personal branding, and business legacy
as a serial entrepreneur, consultant and women’s empowerment leader. Her passion, mastery and mentorship is evident
and on fire, through every call and project.
Your visionary ideas deserve a visionary leader to bring them to life.
Let Elizabeth’s experienced, sophisticated, real approach be the compliment to your greatness.
OnBeyonders Elizabeth Barry’s Clientele
Elizabeth has affectionately named her tribe- OnBeyonders. Leaders who go beyond, have unparalleled depth and seek to
become more of themselves, less like the pack, and thrive with individuality and courage. Through their connection with
Elizabeth, OnBeyonders become contagious to be around. They’re wise, aspirational and evolve through personal
improvement.
The Beyond Mindset
Are you in search of your greatness and understand the core values needed to navigate the complexities of self, life, career
and challenges in order to life live fulfilled? The Beyond Charisma provides you with fortitude, unwavering self-belief, and
humility to live a life flourishing with great passion and compassion. Navigate the complexities of self, life and career to live
what Elizabeth calls, the life fulfilled.
If you suffer from overcomplicating the simple, If you’re exhausted from happiness destination addiction, let Elizabeth’s
magic remove your feeling of “stuck”.

Meaningful relationships
Kind, effective communication
Influential approach

Emotional Intelligence
Courage to take risks
Escape fear, mediocrity and boredom

elizabethbarryconsulting.com

Personal evolution
Own Your Vulnerability
Accountability

